Titan Community,

As announced by Governor Murphy, our schools will remain closed through the duration of the academic school year, June 30th. We will continue to make plans for summer, taking into consideration any/all restrictions that will be in place. Our administrators have been working on creating graduation and promotion events that will be in compliance with the current social distancing guidelines. Building principals will keep relevant parties informed as to individual school specific needs. When this pandemic finally comes to balance, and as a community we return to our lives, we will start to understand that we witnessed and survived a very trying time in world history.

As we move toward completing over three months of remote learning I want to again acknowledge the ever present Titan *Esprit de Corps* (a sense of unity and of common interests and responsibilities, as developed among a group of persons closely associated in a task). I continue to see our instruction and student engagement improving. As each week passes, our students and teachers are using various ways to celebrate and acknowledge accomplishments. The next month and half will be difficult, but our Titan *Esprit de Corps* will carry us through.

Again, your effort, commitment, and adaptability has made a very difficult situation as seamless as possible. Soon this too shall pass and we will all be stronger! Grab-and-go meals will continue. Pick up will be Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at the Caruso School on Myrtle Avenue between 10:00-12:00. You will receive meals for two days on Monday and Wednesday.

*“Adversity is an essential ingredient of the human experience.”*

Stay Strong,

Doug Covert
Superintendent